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ICA unveils world class global influencers for FutureFlash 2016: Stories & Systems
-- Thought leadership conference showcases not-to-be-missed keynotes to explore interplay of
stories and systems to reboot creativity –
Toronto, ON. The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA) www.icacanada.ca is pleased to
announce the star-studded roster of keynote presenters for its annual FutureFlash 2016
http://www.icacanada.ca/futureflash/ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bK5Ec43f6A the
must-attend thought-leadership conference for CEOs, agency leaders, their management teams
and clients. This year’s theme, Stories & Systems examines the stories that lie historically at the
heart of effective advertising, balanced against the fact that marketing’s pendulum is now
swinging towards systematic thinking in a world led by algorithms.
An indispensable requirement for anyone from the client or agency side who wants to
understand the state of the industry and more importantly, where it’s headed, ICA’s
FutureFlash 2016 returns to JW Marriott, The Rosseau Muskoka Resort and Spa
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/yqajw-jw-marriott-the-rosseau-muskoka- on May 18 19. Chaired by ICA Board member, Arthur Fleischmann, partner /president of john st., together
with vice-chair Tim Bowen, CEO at FCB Canada, the world class event is curated by Contagious
UK and features a compelling roster of leading minds from around the globe, onstage in Canada
in an intimate and interactive offsite environment. The Globe and Mail is once again proud to
act as lead sponsor.
“Technology in the accelerated age has allowed marketers to tell stories that evolve over time
and stay in the moment. Surprisingly, many brands fail to take advantage of these
opportunities," said Mr. Fleischmann. “FutureFlash 2016 will stimulate our imagination to the
possibilities these new platforms and systems create.”

“FutureFlash offers ICA members and very special guests an enriching and inspirational
professional development opportunity with fresh and unique perspectives on our industry, with
the benefit of important and intimate networking opportunities,” added Gillian Graham, CEO of
the ICA.

“Our continued partnership with Contagious allows us to offer a compelling and engaging lineup of renowned minds that will provide enlightening insights for the leaders in Canada’s
marketing and communications industry today. This year’s lineup is unparalleled and not to be
missed,” Ms. Graham concluded.
Storytelling meets systems: from a creative to a corporate perspective
This year’s international keynote speakers include Susan Credle, newly named global CCO of
FCB in New York, noted by Ad Age 2016 as “agency executive to watch”
http://adage.com/article/special-report-agency-alist-2016/ad-age-s-2016-agency-executiveswatch/302273/. Joining Ms. Credle is Chairman and co-founder of Pereira and O’Dell in New
York, San Francisco, Sao Paolo and Rio de Janeiro, PJ Pereira -- noted author, Emmy award and
multiple Cannes Grand Prix winner http://www.dandad.org/profiles/person/40077/pj-pereira/.
Other noteworthy presenters who will share fascinating insights are Kenneth ‘Hap’ Klopp, cofounder and former CEO of global apparel company, The North Face in San Francisco,
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/kenneth-klopp-focus-value-not-price , Matheus
Barros, founder and global CSO/CEO at FLAGCX in New York and expert in content creation and
programmatic https://www.linkedin.com/in/matheus-barros-6840a612 , Heidi Hackemer,
founder and director of strategy at New York-based agency, Wolf & Wilhelmine
http://www.wolfwilhelmine.com/heidi/ , Canadian Dr. Chris Brauer, artificial intelligence
specialist and professor at Goldsmiths, University of London http://chrisbrauer.com/about and
Paul Kemp Robertson, editorial director & co-founder of Contagious UK
http://www.contagious.com/ and FutureFlash emcee. This year’s roster follows notable past
presenters including Sir John Hegarty of BBH, Rory Sutherland of Ogilvy UK, Chris Anderson of
Wired, author and computer scientist, Jaron Lanier, Winston Binch of Deutsch, Colleen
DeCourcy of Wieden & Kennedy and most recently, Rei Inamoto of AKQA.
A select number of guests
Registration for FutureFlash 2016 is now open at www.futureflash2016.eventbrite.com, with
kick-off ticket pricing available only until March 18. Tickets are limited to 150 ICA members and
their guests. The conference runs from 1 PM May 18 to 2 PM May 19; registration includes
conference costs, lunch, dinner and private accommodations on May 18, as well as breakfast
and lunch on May 19. Complimentary golf on the afternoon of May 19 is optional.

About the ICA
The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA) (http://www.icacanada.ca) is the professional
business association, which represents Canada’s communication and advertising agencies. The
ICA’s mission is to champion commercial creativity, amplify the industry’s economic impact, and
to embrace and drive change. As such, the ICA promotes thought leadership, higher standards
and best practices. It serves as the largest source of information, advice, education and training
for Canada’s communication and advertising industry. ICA’s member agencies and subsidiaries
account for over 75 per cent of all national advertising in Canada, with an economic impact
worth more than $19 billion annually. More information about the ICA and its initiatives can be
found at www.icacanada.ca or on Twitter @icacanada and #FutureFlash2016.
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